Oven Cavity Options
ILVE oﬀers a wide range of ovens with diﬀerent sizes and functions

Maxi oven 900
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING VERSION:
900 M MAXI MULTI-FUNCTION OVEN
900 E3 MAXI ELECTRONIC OVEN 30-300°C
900 VG MAXI VENTILATED GAS OVEN

Maxi oven 700
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING VERSIONS:
700 M MAXI MULTI-FUNCTION OVEN
700 E3 MAXI ELECTRONIC OVEN 30-300°C
700 VG MAXI VENTILATED GAS OVEN

Standard oven 600
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING VERSIONS:
600
600
600
600
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M
E3
VG
PY

MULTI-FUNCTION OVEN
ELECTRONIC OVEN 30-300°C
VENTILATED GAS OVEN
PYROLYTIC OVEN

GENERAL
FEATURES

Compact oven 645
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING VERSIONS:
645 E3Q COMPACT ELECTRONIC OVEN 30-300°C
645 E4 COMPACT ELECTRONIC OVEN 30-400°C
645 ST STEAM OVEN
645 W COMBINATION MICROWAVE OVEN
645
HSW ULTRACOMBI COMPACT OVEN, HOT AIR
STEAM, MICROWAVE

Grill oven 600
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING VERSIONS:
600 GR GRILL OVEN

Midi oven 400
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING VERSIONS:
400 E
400 E3

MIDI STATIC ELECTRIC OVEN
MIDI STATIC ELECTRONIC OVEN 30-250°C

400 W

MIDI MICROWAVE OVEN

Mini oven 300
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING VERSIONS:
300 E
300 E3
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MINI STATIC ELECTRIC OVEN
MINI STATIC ELECTRONIC OVEN 30-250°C

Oven functions

Pizza function
Suitable for cooking pizzas as well as bread and focaccia. The primary heat source is the top heating
element. With the help of the other reduced oven
elements, it creates an ideal situation for this type of
cooking

Thawing
Allows quick thawing of frozen foods that are quickly
brought to room temperature. The advantage of
thawing at room temperature is that the ﬂavour and
appearance of the food does not change..

Quick Start
Quick oven preheating function that brings it to the
desired temperature in a short period of time so that
you can then choose the best cooking function for
the food. Setting a low temperature of 30/40° C
it also works as a quick thawer.

Intensive cooking
This is a quick and intense cooking function for various dishes. It is ideal for: baked ﬁsh, braised vegetables, skewers, duck, chicken, etc.

Fan Grill Cooking
Particularly quick and deep with signiﬁcant energy
savings, this function is indicated for many types
of food such as: pork chops, sausage, pork or mixed
skewers, game, Roman gnocchi, etc.
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Closed door grilling
This function is for quick and deep grilling to bake and
roast meats in general, ﬁllet, Florentine steak, grilled
ﬁsh, and even grilled vegetables.

Top cooking
This is particularly suited to browning and giving food
a ﬁnal touch of colour. It is recommended for hamburgers, pork steaks, veal steaks, sole, cuttleﬁsh, etc..

Bottom cooking
This type of cooking is best for ﬁnishing food, in particular pastries (biscuits, meringues, leavened sweets,
fruit sweets, etc.) and other foods.

Normal static cooking
This is the classic electric oven cooking, particularly
suited to the following: pork chops, sausage, cod, pot
roast, game, veal roast, meringues and biscuits, baked
fruit, etc.

Multiple ventilated cooking
This function allows simultaneous fan cooking of various dishes without the ﬂavours mixing. You can cook
baked lasagna, pizza, croissants and brioches, tarts,
cakes, etc.
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Oven functions

Fan + Bottom Heat
This function allows simultaneous cooking of various dishes without the ﬂavours mixing. You can cook
baked lasagna, pizza, croissants and brioches, tarts,
cakes, etc.

eco
Eco cooking
This function allows you to cook while signiﬁcantly
lowering electrical consumption. With the ECO function,
the cooking times are suitable for slow cooking such
as: pot roasts, white meats, baked pasta, and delicate
pastries. This cooking cycle is not recommended for
frozen foods.

Microwave thawing
This allows rapid thawing of all types of foods in
general. It is safer than thawing at room temperature
since it inhibits bacterial growth. At the same time, it
is quicker than thawing in the refrigerator. Perfect for
melting butter and chocolate.

Microwave cooking
The ILVE microwave has a cavity, studied in the simulator
and experimented at length, that is able to cook quickly
and uniformly. Dishes in the microwave obtain uniform
temperatures. It is convenient for heating liquids and precooked foods but also for cooking vegetables quickly.

Steam cooking
Healthy steam cooking for any type of food
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Combination steam / hot air cooking
Thanks to the steam, the dishes stay soft and juicy.

Combination steam / microwave cooking
The speed of the microwave is combined with the
delicacy of steam cooking

Combined hot air / microwave cooking
The microwaves accelerate traditional hot air cooking, signiﬁcantly shortening the time required.

Combination grill / microwave cooking
For quick and brown cooking

PYR

Steam cleaning cycle
Steam released in the cooking chamber
softens residues and makes them easy to
remove.
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Pyrolytic cleaning cycle
Thanks to the high temperatures, all of the
grease is transformed into powder that is easily
removed with a damp cloth.

Oven Features

Cold door with triple glass
All ovens have a triple glass cold door (EN 60335) that can be removed to clean the glass.
This allows better heat insulation and a reduction in energy consumption.
The hinges have a mid stop and allow the door to be easily removed from the body of the oven
for more thorough cleaning
Insulation
This is obtained through panels of high density insulating material and reﬂecting aluminium sheets to ensure uniform
temperatures and reduced energy consumption.
Rohs
All ILVE products are compliant with the ROHS standard, which prohibits the use of various substances that are hazardous to the environment.
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Tangential ventilation
This creates an air cushion around the cooking chamber,
keeping cabinets and controls cool.

High temperature
Our ovens can cook at 300° C (E3 ovens)
and at 400° C (E4 ovens) for pizzas and focaccia
that are perfectly cooked in two minutes.

Electronic temperature control
(E3 - E4 ovens)
The electronic oven control drastically reduces the diﬀerence between the set temperature and selected
temperature.
This achieves a more accurate and constant cooking temperature for true professional performance.
The oven temperature can be regulated starting at 30° C, obtaining a true prooﬁng function, and reached
300° C to perfectly cook pizza and focaccia.
With the new E3 electronics it is also possible to program both ovens completely independently.

Temperatura

impostata
Set temperature

Temperature
with electro
Temperatura
mechanical
thermostats
con termostati
tradizionali

Electronic
control (E3)
Controllo
elettronico E3
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Hob features:
Ignition built into the knob
... press the knob and the ﬂame comes on.
Single hob
The sturdy cast iron grills are a single support surface for pans, ensuring safety in the event of impact and ease
in moving from one burner to the other. Professionals here too!
Sturdy cast iron grills
Vitriﬁed enamel with double upper and lower anti-acid passage, grills including stabilizing and scratch-proof
rubber, standard on all models.
Multi-gas burners
Stabilized burners eliminate any accidental burner extinguishing due to air currents or liquid spills.

Top power
The Dual burner reaches up to 5 kW with excellent ﬂame uniformity
Cast brass burner cap
Maximum resistance to ﬂame and excellent duration

Safety valve
All models have a safety valve that interrupts the gas ﬂow in the event the ﬂame is accidentally extinguished
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Venturi tube
burners
Ilve uses horizontal venturi type burners of its own
design and production, just like in professional
equipment. The primary air can be regulated with
the great advantage being that combustion is
perfect with all types of gas. The optimized air-gas
mixture and ﬂame are more eﬃcient. All of this has a
great positive impact in lower CO (carbon monoxide)
emissions up to 1/100 compared to the reference
standard.

Dual Burner
Standard on some models, upon request on
others.
The new DUAL burner allows independent ignition
and adjustment of the burners on the external
rings and the small internal ring to obtain a power
excursion from 370W to 5 kW (4.5 kW on built-in
hobs) The control is practical with a single knob.

Triple ring burner
This is a high-power burner (4.3 kW) that allows you, for
example, to boil water for pasta in just a few minutes.
Designed for Asian cooking enthusiasts. They may be
used with Woks, used in Chinese cooking, and are
particularly suited for large pots and pans.
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Hob features:
Fry-top
Thick stainless steel plate (8 mm) for a uniform temperature on the entire
surface in order to naturally cook meats, ﬁsh, vegetables, etc. It is easily
cleaned and can be used as a support surface both cold and warm. Unlike the barbecue, it works very well for soft foods such as cheese and
eggs.

Induction
Innovative system that allows electric cooking with better control of the
power and less consumption compared to traditional glass ceramic.

Two zone induction
Professional block with double cooking zone with central induction
t
Digital display
t
Simple dial controls
t
Stainless steel
t
1850 W each,
t
Child protective lock
t
Absorption 3700 W
t
9 power levels
t
Automatic reheating function
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Coup de feu
The large “Coup de Feu” cast iron plate is supplied by a gas burner
(2.6 kW). Designed to obtain indirect heat, it allows slower cooking. It
is perfect for sauces and slow cooking and at the same time is a very
useful food warmer.

Electric
fryer
t
t
t
t
t

2300 W
Thermostat
Tray capacity: 2-2.5 litres
Basket capacity: 1 Kg
Removable oil tray

Electric
barbecue
For Professional and Majestic models (2650 W)
with energy regulator and lava stone for grill cooking.

For built-in hobs (1910 W)
with energy regulator and lava stone for grill cooking.
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Optional for ovens
(all series)
TELESCOPE OVEN RUNNERS
This solution is designed to increase ergonomics, practicality, and safety
in moving trays and pans in the oven. The kit is made up of three pairs of
side runners that extract completely sliding on ball bearings to facilitate
removing and positioning trays. The runners are tip-proof for greater
safety. The kit also includes 2 oven grills.

KGS30C

MINI-OVEN 30

KGS40C

MIDI-OVEN 40

KGS60C

OVEN 60

KGS70C

OVEN 70

KGS90C

MAXI-OVEN 80/90

PIZZA PLATE
Clay plate for pizza, bread, etc.

A/418/04

MINI-OVEN30

A/418/00

OVEN 60

A/418/02

MAXI-OVEN 90

DESSERT TRAY

S/146/08

FLAT PAN FOR DESSERTS 80/90 BLAO

S/146/18

FLAT PAN FOR DESSERTS 60 BLACK

S/146/21

FLAT PAN FOR DESSERTS 70 BLACK
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OPTIONAL

GRILL FOR PAN
For oven cooking grilled meat and ﬁsh, vegetables, crostini,
bruschette, etc.

A/092/59

MINI OVEN PAN GRILL D900/PD90

A/092/49

OVEN PAN GRILL 40

A/092/60

OVEN PAN GRILL 60

A/095/11

OVEN PAN GRILL 70

A/092/61

OVEN PAN GRILL 80/90

SELF-CLEANING CATALYTIC WALLS
A special coating that burns all the grease that is deposited on the
liners, keeping the oven clean.
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G/170/18

SELF-CLEANING PANELS KIT MINIOVEN(D900/
PD90/P120)

G/170/22

SELF-CLEANING PANELS KIT 600 MULTI-FUNCTION

G/170/23

SELF-CLEANING PANELS KIT 900 MULTI-FUNCTION

G/170/24

SELF-CLEANING PANELS KIT OVEN 40CM PD100

G/170/25

SELF-CLEANING PANELS KIT 600 VG

G/170/26

SELF-CLEANING PANELS KIT 900 VG

G/170/27

SELF-CLEANING PANELS KIT 700 MULTI-FUNCTION

G/170/28

SELF-CLEANING PANELS KIT 700 VG

Optional: Majestic, Professional,
Plus, Quadra
Only for models with Fry-Top
For all cooking blocks in the series mentioned above and for built-in hobs Mod. XLP90F, HP965F,
HP1265F, HP90F and HP120F

GAS BARBECUE INTERCHANGEABLE
WITH FRY TOP
Perfect for cooking steaks ”with stripes”.

G/419/03

COOKING COVER FOR FRY-TOP
Cooking vapour stays inside the lid and the dishes are softer. Indispensable accessory for enthusiasts of Japanese “Tepanyaki”.
Also for mod. HP45F and HF40F

G/040/01

FRY TOP CUTTING BOARD
30 mm thick in aged and oiled solid wood. It works perfectly on the
FRY-TOP plate once it is cool.
Also for mod. HP45F and HF40F

A/484/01
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TRAY FOR STEAM COOKING
It has two perforated baskets, two lids, and a container tray.
Also for mod. HP45F and HF40F

G/002/02

FISH PAN GRILL INTERCHANGEABLE
WITH FRY TOP
To use the ﬁsh pan underneath as a pan burner.

KGRFT001

STAINLESS STEEL WATER BATH TRAY
Only for models with Fry-top. The kit needs the ﬁsh pan grill for
the Fry-top (KGRFT001). It is made up of three trays with lid and
container.
Also for mod. HP45F and HF40F

G/002/01
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Optional: Majestic, Professional,
Plus, Quadra

FOOT IN HEAVY BRASS
Height 15 cm

G/422/12/08

CHROME FOOT - height 15 cm

G/422/12/16 BRASS FOOT - height 15 cm
G/422/12/18 BURNISHED FOOT - height 15 cm

FOOT MAJESTIC
Height 15 cm
Only for Professional Plus.
To be speciﬁed at the time of order.

S/191/00/08

STAINLESS STEEL FOOT - height 15 cm

S/191/00/16

BRASS FOOT - height 15 cm

S/191/00/18

BURNISHED FOOT - height 15 cm

FOOT STAINLESS STEEL
Height adjustable from 16 to 23 cm

A/422/14

FOOT ADJUSTABLE H 160-220
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FRY TOP PLATE FOR CENTRAL
INDUCTION
The central double induction can be equipped with the FRY-TOP plate.
Thick stainless steel plate (8 mm) for uniform temperature on the entire
surface to naturally cook meat, ﬁsh, vegetables, etc. Easy to clean, it can
be used as a warm or cold shelf. Unlike the barbecue, it is also perfect for
soft foods such as cheese and egs.

G/419/08

CAST IRON HEAT DIFFUSER
Putting it between the heat source and pan, it keeps food from burning
or sticket to the bottom because it distributes heat uniformly.
Suitable for pans without radiant double base and indispensable for Pyrex
and terracotta pans, ideal for melting butter and chocolate.

A/095/36/10

CAST IRON REDUCTION FOR WOK
Cast iron grill for perfect Wok use

A/092/34

CAST IRON GRILL

A/006/08

RIDGED GRILL (280X340)
PROFESSIONAL 90 ENAMELLED
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A/006/02

SMOOTH GRILL (280X340)
PROFESSIONAL 90 ENAMELLED
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To cook hamburgers, steaks, etc. on gas burners with little
grease.
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A/006/06
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RIDGED GRILL (280X285)
PROFESSIONAL 60 ENAMELLED

28

A/006/04

SMOOTH GRILL (280X285)
PROFESSIONAL 60 ENAMELLED
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28,5

28,5

Optional: Majestic, Professional,
Plus, Quadra

FRONT RAIL
AMC-60

BRASS

AMC-60X

CHROME

AMC-60Y

BURNISHED

AMC-70

BRASS

AMC-70X

CHROME

AMC-70Y

BURNISHED

AMC-76

BRASS

AMC-76X

CHROME

AMC-76Y

BURNISHED

AMC-80

BRASS

AMC-80X

CHROME

AMC-80Y

BURNISHED

AMC-90

BRASS

AMC-90X

CHROME

AMC-90Y

BURNISHED

AMC-100

BRASS

AMC-100X

CHROME

AMC-100Y

BURNISHED

AMC-120

BRASS

AMC-120X

CHROME

AMC-120Y

BURNISHED

AMC-150

BRASS

AMC-150X

CHROME

AMC-150Y

BURNISHED
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FRONT RAIL TECHNO
AQC-60
AQC-70
AQC-76
AQC-80
AQC-90
AQC-100
AQC-110
AQC-120
AQC-150

PERIMETER RAIL
Only for Majestic Country series
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AMCP-70

BRASS

AMCP-70X

CHROME

AMCP-70Y

BURNISHED

AMCP-76

BRASS

AMCP-76X

CHROME

AMCP-76Y

BURNISHED

AMCP-90

BRASS

AMCP-90X

CHROME

AMCP-90Y

BURNISHED

AMCP-100

BRASS

AMCP-100X

CHROME

AMCP-100Y

BURNISHED

AMCP-120

BRASS

AMCP-120X

CHROME

AMCP-120Y

BURNISHED

AMCP-150

BRASS

AMCP-150X

CHROME

AMCP-150Y

BURNISHED

Optional: Professional,
Plus, Quadra
PLINTHS H 120 MM
For Professional, Plus, Quadra series
1 front piece + 2 sides in stainless steel
ANTIQUE WHITE

STAINLESS STEEL

GRAPHITE-MAT

BURGUNDY

H 120 mm

H 140 mm

APZ60/120

APZ60/140

APZ70/120

APZ70/140

APZ76/120

APZ76/140

APZ80/120

APZ80/140

APZ90/120

APZ90/140

APZ100/120

APZ100/140

APZ120/120

APZ120/140

APZ150/120

APZ150/140

Optional: Majestic Techno
PLINTHS H 150 MM
For Majestic series:
1 front piece + 2 sides in stainless steel
STAINLESS STEEL

AMZ70/I

STAINLESS STEEL

AMZ76/I

STAINLESS STEEL

AMZ90/I

STAINLESS STEEL

AMZ100/I

STAINLESS STEEL

AMZ120/I

STAINLESS STEEL

AMZ150/I

STAINLESS STEEL
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Optional for all floors

CUP COVER
Useful enamelled lid for easily cleaning the aluminium cups.
(SUITABLE FOR PRODUCTION STARTING IN 2006)

KCT45

CUP COVER KIT 4/5 BURNERS

KCT45D

CUP COVER KIT 4/5 BURNERS DUAL

KCT5CC

CUP COVER KIT 3 BURNER + 2 TC

KCT5CD

CUP COVER KIT 3B+1 TC+1 DUAL

KCT5PC

CUP COVER KIT 5 BURNER WITH FISH

KCT5PD

CUP COVER KIT 5 B WITH FISH DUAL

KCT6

CUP COVER KIT 6 BURNERS

KCT6D

CUP COVER KIT 6 BURNERS DUAL

KCT7

CUP COVER KIT 7 BURNERS

KCT7D

CUP COVER KIT 7 BURNERS DUAL

KCT8

CUP COVER KIT 8 BURNERS

KCT8D

CUP COVER KIT 8 BURNERS DUAL

PROFESSIONAL CLEANING KIT
(For all hobs and ovens)
STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER “Steel Cream” (CLEAN001) Professional
cream for cleaning all steel parts and for the Fry Top. Content 250ml.
OVEN DEGREASER “Degreasy” (CLEAN002) Universal citrus scented degreaser for cleaning the muﬄe in the oven along with the painted,
enamelled parts, and glass. Content 500 ml.
MICROFIBER CLOTH (CLEAN003) Professional microﬁber cloth for use
in the kitchen. Dimensions: 40x40 cm.

CLEANKIT01
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CLEANING PRODUCTS KIT

Optional for built-in hobs

FRY TOP PLATE FOR BUILT-IN HOBS
WITH FRONT CONTROLS
Suitable for models with ﬁsh pan
Thick stainless steel plate (8 mm) for uniform temperature on the entire surface to naturally cook meat, ﬁsh, vegetables, etc. Easy to clean, it can be used
as a warm or cold shelf. Unlike the barbecue, it is also perfect for soft foods
such as cheese and egs.

G/419/04

For: H90PCV

G/419/05

For: H30PV

G/419/06

For: HP95PC - HAP95PC - HP125PC

G/419/07

For: H39PC

CAST IRON GRILL
To cook hamburgers, steaks, etc. on gas burners with little grease.
For models: H90PC, H39PC, H30P

A/006/00

DOMINO CAST IRON GRILL (232X384)
ENAMELLED

A/006/04

RIDGED (280x285)
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To cook hamburgers, steaks, etc. on gas burners with little
grease.
For models: HP65, HP95, HP95C, HAP95C, HAP95

A/006/06

SMOOTH (280x285)
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28,5

28,5
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COOKING COVER FOR FRY-TOP
Cooking vapour stays inside the lid and the dishes are softer. Indispensable accessory for enthusiasts of Japanese “Tepanyaki”.

(Only for fry top on built-in hobs)

G/040/03

FRY TOP COVER FLAT

COOKING COVER FOR FRY-TOP
Steam cooking is a healthy method.
The steam kit is perfect for vegetables, potatoes, rice, meat, and ﬁsh.

G/002/04
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TRAYS

